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ABSTRACT This paper presents a application system using imperceptible metamer markers. The proposed
system is based on metamer markers that are invisible to the human eye but visible to infrared (IR) cameras.
The metamer means the indistinguishable colors with different spectrums. RGB cameras cannot capture
the different spectrums of metamer markers, but IR cameras can detect the metamer markers printed under
the color image. This paper describes how to create metamer markers using a ordinary color printer. First,
uniformly select color samples from the RGB color space, analyze the visibility of RGB colors and metamer
color printed by the printer, and then design a color mapping model between color printers to produce the
effective metamer color. After confirming successful detection of a metamer marker under various infrared
lightings and filters, the exact color differences were analyzed and the validity of the proposed method
was clarified. To verify its applicability, a prototype of fairytale book was published and demonstrated as
an AR-book. The metamer markers are expected to be very useful for AR applications, projector-camera
systems, human-computer interaction systems, and so on.

INDEX TERMS Metamer marker, imperceptible marker, augmented reality, infrared imaging, color
correction, projection system.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, various augmented and mixed reality (AR/MR)
systems became available for consumers as the performance
of sensor devices and processing hardware improved. Interest
in AR and MR systems is also prevalent among ordinary
consumers, and the need for various consumer applications
has also increased. To develop AR/MR systems, many tech-
nologies and subsystems are required, such as projectors,
high-resolution displays, user interfaces, pattern recognition
techniques, sensor fusion and calibration, realistic 3D graph-
ics and rendering, and interactive content [1]–[5]. This paper
focuses on marker-based user interaction systems for various
AR/MR applications. In particular, this paper deals with nat-
ural and invisible markers for displaying or projecting visual
content.

Projectors have been used as consumer electronics, dis-
playing visual contents. Studies on a combined system
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of mobile projectors and cameras have been extensively
explored recently. Researches for utilizing it in HCI(Human-
Computer Interaction) and VR(Virtual Reality) [6] and
developing spatial immersion displays [7] have affected
the progress of projector-camera system. Also technology
of projection-AR and associated research were performed
to recognize markers or objects [2], [3], [8]. Since then,
the projector-camera system has been widely developed in
many aspects, such as geometric correction [9] and color cor-
rection [10] interaction through handheld-projector [11], pro-
jection AR applied to the theme park [12], enhancing game
experiences [13], infrared ink markers and camera [14]–[16].

Markers have been used to implement practical AR sys-
tems for decades. The natural markers are unobtrusively
embedded in the visual content so that the users rarely rec-
ognize the existence of markers. The natural markers can
be divided into two types: one is a marker-less type and the
other is an invisible marker (that is to say, there are specific
shapes ofmarkers in the image, but they are not visible). In the
case of the marker-less type, the markers are not specifically
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designed, and image features such as corners and edges
are exploited as component of the markers. The features of
markers are described from an image analysis around the
marker position, such as SIFT [17], SURF [18], BRIEF [19],
and ORB [20]. This marker-less type is mainly dependent
on the image contents, and the feature points are changed
as the image contents vary. Thus, it is important to detect
the feature point position repeatedly under image variation.
Since new feature points should be defined as a relation to
image contents, a configuration of contents is restricted and
therefore complexity and robustness issues arise in the design
of AR application and utilization of interaction.

Some fixed shapes of markers are more useful when we
design interactions regardless of images contents. The most
popular markers are the AR markers designed like 2D QR
codes. There have been various studies such as these QR
codes propose a color barcode framework for mobile applica-
tions [21]. However, these kinds of AR markers are remark-
ably visible in the image contents, which obstructs users’
immersion. In order to solve these drawbacks, research on
invisible markers has been advanced. Invisible markers are
used in AR by two different approaches: hiding it in images or
physical coverage. The way to hide in images is performed by
inpainting the parts of markers on the user’s screen [22], [23].
This is an indirect method. The physically hiding method
uses data hiding in clustered-dot halftone [24], watermark
from halftone dots method [25], and the markers consisting of
retro-reflectors [26], all of which are light change sensitive.
QR codes can be printed out using UV ink then text or picture
is covered on top of the ink [27]. There is also a method
of using fluorescence characteristics that are only visible
under UV lighting [28], [29]. Since it requires specific ink
and printer and harmful electromagnetic field, it is hard to
apply to ordinary consumer products. Also, UV lighting is
not used very much. On the other hand IR camera and lights
are widely used in many fields. Due to the invisible feature of
infrared, it has been applied to a variety of applications, for
instance, marker tracking for AR [30], pose estimation [31],
fear therapy for small animals [32], and utilization of mobile
projectors [14]. Recently, marker research using radiometric
compensation technology has been conducted [33].

To make invisible markers, some systems used IR pens
and ink that absorb the IR spectrum band [14], [30], [34].
When the IR cameras capture the images with IR markers,
the regions of IR markers are very dark since IR spectrums
are absorbed. These kinds of IR markers are natural, but the
users have to draw the markers with IR ink or pen under
exposure of some poisonous chemical materials. In addition,
the optimal density of IR ink is dependent on the toner types
of color printers that are used to print color images over the
IR ink markers. Thus, it is difficult to make the IR markers
consistently. Fig. 1 shows an example of IR markers using IR
ink and a color printer. The IR markers were drawn with IR
ink, and the color image was printed over the IR markers.
The IR markers are shown and diffused a bit on the color
image. Actually, handling the print strength of IR markers is

FIGURE 1. Example of IR ink markers on the color image. (left) IR ink
dilution rate. (top right) IR marker is first drawn on the paper, and then
color image is printed over the markers. The IR ink is shown on the color
image. (bottom right) IR camera image of color image. According to the
used color toners, the colors near IR bands are also shown, which
deteriorates IR marker tracking.

not trivial work since the density of IR ink should be adjusted
with respect to the printed colors and printer toners. IR ink is
very dark and should be diluted for use. Fig. 1 shows a marker
and a color print of IR ink diluted at 10 percent and 20 percent.
Even when the IR ink is diluted to 10 percent, the markers are
visible.

This paper proposes how to create invisible metamer mark-
ers with ordinary color printers. The metamer means the
indistinguishable colors with different spectrums [34], [35].
The main concept of the proposed metamer markers is based
on the observation that the IR spectrum strengths are different
when a same color is printed with different printers [36]. This
paper is an extension of the previous work [36] to improve
imperceptibility of color difference in visible range while
maintaining differences in infrared range. There is a certain
amount of color spectrum difference between two printed
materials of the same image from different printers, which
allow the human eyes or the color cameras can notice the
color difference. Thus, if the color models of both printers
are analyzed and appropriately deformed, they can be printed
in visually similar colors. However, the difference of the IR
spectrum is maintained to distinguish the marker from the
background color image. Color correction is defined as the
modification of color model applied in digital images, display
and printing. A variety of methods and applications have been
progressed in multiple areas, for instance, CIELAB image
printing by Trilinear Interpolation[37], changes of spatial col-
ors by Trilinear Interpolation [38], application of one-color
feature into other image cases [39], printer color correction
using LUT(Look-Up Table) [40], Color conversion to cre-
ate color images visible only under UV light [2R2-41], and
Halftone color analysis printed on paper containing fluores-
cent brighteners [42].

The main contribution of this paper is to handle the
color mapping between two printers in order to make
invisible metamer markers with the usual color printers
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and to implement plausible projection systems based on
the principle. Users can easily create metamer markers
on common printers using the proposed color mapping
model. Well-known AR toolkit markers, QR codes, and Bar-
codes.can be easily used as the shape of markers. In this
paper, we propose a new color correction method based on
a piecewise approximation of overall color mapping model.
While adjusting the visible colors look similar, we tried to
keep the difference of IR spectrums maintained to distinguish
the markers through IR cameras.

A fairytale book (asia zodiac signs story) that can be used
in various camera-projector based e-learning systems was
created to show the application effects of the metamer marker
proposed in this paper. And we built a camera-projector
system and demonstrated that e-learning content videos were
projected according to the recognized markers.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the proposed basic approach to make invisible IR
markers using different printers. Section III explains the color
mapping models which make the printed markers more invis-
ible on the color images. Section IV shows the implemented
application with projector system. This paper concludes with
Section V.

II. OVERLAID PRINT OF IR METAMER MARKER
A. DIFFREENCE OF IR VISIBILITY IN THE PRINTERS
Though the same colors are printed on the paper, the spectrum
of IR band can be different with respect to the toners and
ink. The visual light spectrum bands are almost same with
two printed colors, but the IR spectrum bands show a bit
difference. This metamer phenomena become more apparent
especially when inkjet and laserjet printers are used to print
the same color. This is mainly caused by the difference in the
amount of carbon contained in the ink and toner manufac-
turing processes. The point to be noted in this paper is that
even if the same color is printed, the marker part is printed
by another printer, so it is invisible to the naked eye, but the
marker can be detected and discriminated by the IR camera.

This paper has performed compare experiments with four
printers of different manufacturers in order to compare with
the visibility of markers in the IR spectrum bands. Inkjet
printers are namedA(EPSONL805) andB(HPOfficJet 8640)
printers, and laser printers are C(CANON MF8000c) and
D(ZEROX ColorQube 8570). The left side of Fig 2 shows
the IR camera image of the markers printed by four different
printers. As we can see in Fig. 2(left), the visibility of markers
in the IR spectrum bands is different with respect to the
property of toner and ink. The printer types B and C are
suitable for marker printing since they are well shown in the
IR cameras. On the left side of Fig 2, one color image was
printed by four different printers and then captured by an IR
camera. The IR visibility of printer types A and D is relatively
small. Thus, the printer types A andD are suitable for printing
color images. And the dark colors tend to be highly visible
from IR cameras.

FIGURE 2. IR images of black marker and color image printed with four
different printers. The visibility of the IR spectrum bands differs with
respect to the printer toner and ink types.

B. PRINTING IR METAMER MARKERS
The proposed concept of metamer markers in this paper is
to use printers that have different IR visibility. When the
markers are printed with printers of high IR visibility and the
color image is printed over themarkers with printers of low IR
visibility, IR cameras captures the marker well. This makes it
possible to produce a marker that is invisible to the naked eye
using a ordinary color printer.

The method of making the existing invisible markers is to
print the markers and cover them with white spray on the
printed markers so that the markers are not visually visible.
However, the spray areas have a lower quality of the color
image printing. Also IR making one marker takes a lot of
time and the process is complicated. For these reasons, the IR
markers with consistent quality are not guaranteed.

Figure 3 shows the proposed concept of making metamer
markers. In Fig. 3, the subfigure (a) shows the printedmarkers
with printer type C in Fig. 2 and its IR camera image. The
Fig.3 (b) shows the color image printed with printer type A
and its IR camera image. Finally, Fig. 3 (c) is the overlaid
printing and its IR camera image. As we can see in Fig. 3,
the marker is only shown regardless of color image contents.
At this time, since the black marker is very often seen by
the naked eye, the gray scale value needs to be adjusted.
As a result of repeated experiments, stable detection was
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FIGURE 3. Proposed method to make metamer markers. (a) Marker
printing with printer type C in Fig. 2 and its IR captured image, (b) color
image printing with printer type A in Fig. 2 and its IR captured image, and
(c) overlaid printing of (a) and (b), and its IR captured image.

possible even with a gray scale value of 229. One more need
is a process of correcting and printing the original colors so
that possible markers are not visible in the overprinted color
image. The use of a color mapping model for that purpose
makes it possible to make the markers less visible in the
visible spectral bands.

III. COLOR MAPPING MODELS
A. COLOR CORRECTION ALGORITHM
To create the suggested imperceptible markers, use two print-
ers that can be distinguished in the IR band. Marker areas
can be detected in IR images by using two printers to print
marker areas and other areas. However, a problem occurs
when printing one image using two printer with different
printing colors. Images printed on two different printers that
use ink or toner look different. Because an image was printed
on two printers, the color difference in marker boundaries
found in the image is indicative of the presence of the marker.
To solve this problem, a color correction algorithm is required
to print images of the same color with two printers. In this
paper an algorism of the color correction was produced
by analyzing previous literature on color model correction
and applying Trilinear-Interpolation and LUT method for
three-dimensional color space [37]-[40].

As shown in Fig. 4, the color conversion and correc-
tion are designed using the RGB values of the original
color and the RGB values of an image obtained by printing
the original color with a printer and photographing again
with a color camera. The printing color was photographed
using a VC-12MC-C65EO (Body) and a Nikon AF-S Micro
NIKKOR 60mm f/2.8G ED (Lens). In this paper, in order to
select the RGB color space uniformly, select color samples
of 343 (7 × 7x7) in total, 7 at even intervals for each color
channel, generate a color chart image, and printed on printer.
Distortion of brightness and camera color may occur when
shooting color chart, but the same applies to two images
printed by different printers, minimizing the effect on color
conversion and calibration. The color correction algorithm

FIGURE 4. Sample color chart and camera image. (left) Generated color
patches and (right) captured color patches.

FIGURE 5. The relationship of the printer color representation of a
computer image. T conversion relation and T−1 conversion relation.

uses two types of color information to determine before and
after color correction. Fig. 5 shows a process of correcting
using a difference in color information. The color represen-
tation and area of the printer can be determined from two
kinds of color information, and the RGB image printed on
two printers has different color information. Additionally, for
color samples for the color conversion, a total of 343 color
samples are used; these are collected by extracting 7 samples
in equals interval from a 3-channel RGB color. Therefore,
the relationship between the two pieces of color information
includes the color representation of the printer. There are
two algorithms for the color conversion. One of them is T
conversion that finds the printed color chart RGB data (IP)
from the original color chart RGB data (IS ), and the other one
is T−1 conversion that finds the original color chart RGB data
(IS ) from the printed color chart RGB data (IP). This process
is performed in printers PA and PC , respectively.

Because the number of RGB data IS and IP is the same,
343 colors of the sample are 1: 1 mapped, and the values
between them are forward mapped using linear interpolation
in three dimensions using the mapped color information.
As shown in Fig. 5, color data can be T transformed using
linear interpolation and forward mapping. The T−1 conver-
sion is a transformation that converts the output image RGB
data to the original image RGBdata. The color not in the color
patch is inferred in the same manner as in Fig. 6 when each
S(1−8,d) and S(1−8,p) represents and prints the RGB value of
the color patch of digital data.
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FIGURE 6. Expression of color correction (mapping) method in color
spaces between pure color data and printed color data.

To find the point that the printed digital color is O1,
the sample color value S(1−8,p) near O1 will be selected
in a color chart, thereby finding out RGB data S(1−8,d) of
an original color chart. Fig. 6 (a) shows the sample colors
S(1−8,d) and S(1−8,p) placed in the virtual space. The T and
T−1 conversions between the original RGB data and the
printed RGB data are not linear. Accordingly, the RGB value
which is T transform of digital RGB O1 deducted from the
sample color T−1 is different from the RGB value of O1, and
there is also a color difference.

In order to deduce RGB value of O1, E(1,d) located at
the center of S(1−8,d) are selected and T transformed so that
E(1,p) can be obtained. However, the RGB value of E(1,p) is
different from that of O1, so the distance between them is
far apart from each other in the color space. For the reduced
distance in the space, points in both directions of each R,
G, B axis (6 directions) are moved certain distances in the
3-dimensional space around E(1,d). Each point E(1,d) moved
to six directions is transformed to select the closest one with
the color space O1. (see Fig. 6 (b)) The selected points are
E(2,d) and E(2,p), respectively. Repeat these processes n times.
If there is no reduction, terminate the process. As a result, O1
is expected to be printed by printing E(n,p). The whole process
of finding E(n,d) and E(n,p) to obtain O1 is C correction. This
process is performed for each pixel of the image.

The two types of color conversion suggested above include
the color representation space of the printer and they are used
to print an image of the same color. Because the color space
expressed in the two printers is different, the image can be
seen differently when printing the image, but if the color
space prints different images, it can be seen in the same color.
Using those two types of color conversion makes it possible
to print the same color with two printers. The information of

FIGURE 7. Color conversion the same color printing process by C
correction. (left) after printing the marker color, color patch overprint(The
marker is printed as a whole background), (right) printed color patches
without marker color.

the colors printed by two printers is obtained by T1 conversion
and T2 conversion, and the images printed by the two printers
becomes identical due to C correction. Each image printed
with two printers is identical to equation (1).

T1(C(IS )) = T2(IS ) (1)

When T−1 conversion is used, it can be explained by
equation (2).

C(Is) = T−11 (T2(IS ))

C = T−11 T2 (2)

C correction can be obtained from conversion equations of
two printers. Thus, using the C correction, the original data
can be output to a separate image to each printer to obtain
a similar looking output colors. However, there are a few
constraints for the usage of C correction. As two printers
have different color gamuts, a color that one of the printers
can express cannot be expressed by the other one. Therefore,
the color space expressible by both needs to be used, and as
the color gamuts of the two printers used during the research
have a subordinate relationship, C correction from the printer
with a wide color gamut to the one with a narrow color gamut
is used. Therefore, it is desirable to cover with one printer.

As mentioned above, metamer markers use two types of
printers. However, if printers with different printing methods
are used, the difference increases, as the print surface glossi-
ness of the laser printer is higher than that of the inkjet printer.
Therefore, it is desirable to cover with one printer. Markers
and background images were printed based on the method
of Fig. 3 to reduce differences due to surface gloss. At this
time, the overprinted color is named a printing color of the
overlap printer, and if the same as the original color chart
RGB data, the overlap printer T conversion relationship is
established. Therefore, C correction can be performed. (see
Fig. 7). When correcting the image of the overlap printer,
the image is slightly brightened. However, when the color
of the background image is bright, the gray marker cannot
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of color difference using a spectrophotometer. We divided the 343 color charts into 3 parts to display the 1E ∗ ab values for each
color. The red line is the color difference when color correction is not performed. The blue line is the color difference at the time of color correction.

be hidden. Therefore, the image of the part, not the marker,
is corrected, and the color is slightly darkened. The degree of
brightening or darkening varies depending on the color, so C
correction needs to be performed.

B. DATA ACQUISITION
The algorithm suggested above makes revisions that result in
images of the same color with two printers, but it is difficult
to gain the desired result with an algorithm. The accuracy of
post-printing data and pre-printing data used in the algorithm
needs to be ideal but post-printing color data is prone to
errors. To measure a printed color precisely, whether there is
no errors with the output or with image gain can be separately
considered. Maintained printer settings and printing software
settings to always output a constant color.

A lot more needs to be taken into consideration to keep the
image gain steady. Noise and the consistency of lighting are
typical problems. The noise from image gain can be overcome
by averaging sufficient numbers of color information. In this
paper, noise was overcome by taking a total of two steps, such
as taking 100 images, obtaining an average image, and obtain-
ing the average value of multiple pixels for each 343 color
chart. In order to overcome the influence of the lighting
environment, the whiteboard was placed in an environment
where a color chart was shot, and the brightness of the
whiteboard was changed. The color patches were similarly
corrected based on the information that the brightness of the
whiteboard changes according to the lighting environment,
so that even if the lighting environment was not completely
uniform, it was corrected as if the lighting environment were
the same. In fact, the environment for photographing the
two types of color charts was set as identical as possible.
The photographing was performed at the same place indoors

at the same night time so that the lighting environment for
photographing was the same.

The information of 343 colors acquired through the above
procedures is sufficiently accurate to apply the proposed
algorithm and also shows that the IR marker detection sys-
tem can operate ideally. To confirm the improvement due to
the color correction, the color chart was measured using a
spectrophotometer (Konica Minolta CM-2600d). Fig. 8 is a
comparison of color difference using a spectrophotometer.
A spectrophotometer was used to confirm the improvement of
color correction. The blue line indicates the color difference
value between the color of the marker printed on the printer
C and the color chart overprinted on the printer A and the
corrected color chart printed on the printer A. The red line is
the color difference value from the uncorrected color chart.
The color difference, 1E∗ab, from the non-correction color
chart was 8.09. The color difference, 1E∗ab, from the color
chart after correction was 4.88. The color correction algo-
rithm proposed in this paper shows that the color difference
has greatly decreased. It is predicted that some 1E values
are large due to errors in the data acquisition phase or the
measurement phase.

The metamer marker proposed in this paper was fabricated
as shown in Fig. 9. First, the marker area is printed by the
printer C in which the marker in the IR spectrum band is
clearly visible. Next, the color image is printed on a printer
A whose color cannot be seen by the IR camera. The marker
area uses the original color image as it is, and the non-marker
area uses a corrected color image.

IV. METAMER MARKER APPLICATION
Metamer markers can be applied and used in various fields.
We created a stand-type projection system to utilize the
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FIGURE 9. Concept of color correction for invisible metamer marker
printing. The color spaces of two different printers are converted.

FIGURE 10. Application system of proposed metamer markers. (Top) The
system consists of an IR camera, an IR light, an RGB camera, and a
projector. (Bottom) IR light.

metamer markers.The projection system consists of a mobile
projector(Sony MP-CL1A) to project video content onto a
color image plane, an RGB camera(Flea3 FL3-U3-13E4C
1280 × 1024) to calibrate cameras and the projector, and an
IR camera(Flea3 FL3-U3-13E4M 1280×1024) with IR light
to track the metamer marker (see Fig. 10 (Top-right)). Since
it is produced in a form of table stand, the stand can shift
to all x-, y-, and z-axis while the projector-camera module
can be rotated through 180 degrees(see Fig. 10 (Top-left)).
IR cameras and IR lights used to trace markers were tested
with various infrared filters and lighting. The infrared lens
filter used a band pass between 780 nm and 900 nm.As shown
at the bottom of Fig. 10 (Bottom), IR illumination was used
at a maximum of 855 nm in the infrared area. IR light
intensity measurements were made using a spectroradiometer
(Luzchem SPR-03).

In order to demonstrate the projection system, an imper-
ceptible metamer marker application test was conducted. The
scenario of the application system is to project video content
onto the color image plane whenever the metamer markers
are recognized. The AR Interactive-system can be used to

FIGURE 11. The geometric relationship of the printed image and the
projector is calibrated, and the video content is projected at the exact
location of the printed image. (a) Projector camera system test
(b) Capture Fairy tale AR-book video content projection scene.

print a fairy tale book as a purpose of education [43], [44].
Several color background pictures images and video contents
are designed with respect to the marker shapes. Fig. 11(a)
shows captured scenes of projected video content on the color
image. The projection of video content does not affect the
metamer marker tracking since the lighting spectrum of the
projector is mainly the visible light band. In the implemented
application shown in Fig. 11(b), the metamer markers play
a role in displaying interactive content. Since the metamer
markers are not visible in the color images, users can better
immerse themselves in the content. The proposed system
can be applied to the smart-projection system, enabling you
to do projection into any position that you want. Fig. 12(a)
are one of the examples that overlaid on a poster of walls.
This concept can be expanded by considering transferability.
Fig. 12(b) is a conceptual diagram of a moveable projection
system.

Metamer markers can be applied to various backgrounds
because they can be applied to photographic images, not
graphic images. Fig. 13 shows the result of applying a
photographic image, not a graphic image. If color correc-
tion is not done, the RGB image shows traces of mark-
ers Fig. 13(RGB1). When color correction is performed,
the markers in the photograph are almost invisible to the
naked eye, but the marker can be clearly distinguished in the
IR image(see Fig. 13(IR). Nevertheless, it is not easy to com-
pletely hide the metamer markers in all background images.
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FIGURE 12. (a) Projection on a Wall with Markers (b) Movable type
projection system.

FIGURE 13. Metamer marker applied to the photo. (RGB-1) Overlaid
printing of photos and marker, (RGB-2) Overlaid printing of
color-corrected photos and marker, (IR) Infrared camera image (RGB
Captured by mobile phone S10+).

In Fig. 13(RGB2-left), the trace of the markers appear weak.
These results are because it is difficult to completely hide
the light gray of the marker when the background image
is a monotonous bright color. On the other hand, it is not
easy to find markers from complex background images or
dark backgrounds (see Fig. 13(RGB2-right). There is also an
influence by the spectral characteristics of the photographed
device. Particularly when using a scanner, small marks on the
marker are noticeable due to the influence of the illumination
of the scanner. In an environments where it is not easy to

FIGURE 14. Metamer marker user quality assessment results.

distinguish metamer markers with the naked eye, it was not
easy to distinguish them with a digital camera.

Finally, we evaluated the visibility of metamer markers
in 55 men(38 people) and women(17 people) between the
ages of 20 and 27 years. The evaluators compared and eval-
uated what was printed with metamer markers and what was
not. Visually assessedmetamermarker quality was 49 percent
for Very Good and Good, 44 percent for Fair, and 7 percent
for Poor and Very Poor(see Fig. 14).

V. CONCLUSION
The proposed markers are detected in the printed image by IR
cameras, but not visible to general color cameras or human
eyes. This paper has designed the printer color mapping
method to generate proper metamer colors since the invisible
colors of metamer markers depend on the printed background
colors. A test that demonstrates an initial concept, includ-
ing color difference analysis resulting from metamer marker
detections and color corrections in the infrared images,
showed that the metamer marker was effective. Applications
of the projection system based on the metamer marker was
proved that by publishing a Fairytale book and demonstrating
it with a projection-AR book. It suggested a concept about
the mobile projection-system which can be used in various
fields. In the future study, it would be an improved intelligent
projection system that includes geometric correction caused
by brightness correction and nonplanar projection which con-
sider user’s environment.
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